MIDI-IF for SX-150mk2
Owner's Manual

Connection

Type 1 : getting sound from SX-150mk2

Type 2:getting sound from output

Standard connection is Type 1. You can get SX-

to get more loud or use SX-150 in your recording

150mk2's sound from SX-150mk's small speaker.

session, Type 2 is recommended.

Enjoy its sound anywhere you want. When you want

Parameters
MIDI-IN

Glide

put MIDI out here. MIDI-channel can be accepted
only 1.

You can get glide effect on pitch.
Rate

Mini plug for SX150

You can get the vibrate by moving modulation

Put it "Line In" in or output of SX150.

wheel at your MIDI key board (#CC 1).

When you want to get sound from small speaker

it change the depth of vibrate.This knob change

of SX150 mk2 then connect it to "Line In".

its depth.

Or you need more loud sound, plug it to SX-150's
"output". the signal may appear on standard jack
at the MIDI-IF. you can use standard cable for
guitar or something. put it to Guitar amp or so.
Stylus jack

Tune
For Setting the tune of SX-150mk2
Wave shape
Change the wave form of the vibrate. Triangle /
Squre wave can be selected.

Put it the stylus of SX-150mk2 to drive it.
OUT(jack)

Tune Switch
This is pitch tuning support function. Pushing

This jack is just only connected to 3.5mm plug.

this button, you can hear center "A" sound

you can just use it as plug size conveterter from

(220Hz) from Output jack or mini plug. when

3.5mm (mini plug) to 6.2mm (standard plug).

you put mini plug into "Line In" of sx-150, you

Power Switch

can also hear the sound of sx-150 itself. so turn

Power switch.

Tune knob and get the tune right.

Maintenance
When battery low, Open box and change it. It's 006p

connect wrong way.

(9V Type). Check + / – sleeve. Beware not to
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